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Product Overview
The Skytron Aurora Four LED Lights
include a manual focus of
high-intensity LEDs and a centrally
positioned ring of fixed-focus LEDs,
which can enhance intensity while
minimizing eye fatigue. Color
temperature is selectable for every
procedure, including bright (4,500K)
or soft white (4,000K). The system
provides bright, cool and
shadow-free illumination without heat
or glare, even during extended
surgical cases, allowing the entire
surgical team to remain comfortable
while under bright illumination.

Skytron Aurora Four LED Surgical Light

Features
Focus, intensity and positioning is controlled from

360° rotation on all axes for simple positioning

the center sterile handles

110° vertical travel for hip, OB-GYN and

24” (610 mm) light head diameters

urology procedures

Maximum intensity of 160,000 lux (per light head)

CRI of 96

Soft, white color temperature of 4100K is ideal for
deep tissue
Bright, white color temperature of 4500K is ideal for
orthopedic procedures
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Specifications
Fixture Weight:
237 lbs (108 kg)
Moment Load:
864 ft lbs (1172 N·m)
Minimum Ceiling Height:
8´ 9-5/16˝ (2676mm)
Maximum Ceiling Height:
10´ 3-1/4˝ (3131mm)
Electrical:
100-240VAC, 148-240VA, 50/60 Hz, 1 phase
Max Intensity at 1 meter (lux):
@4100K = 320,000
@4500K = 281,000
Central Illuminance at 1 meter (lux):
@4100K = 160,000
@4500K = 140,500
CRI:
@4100K = 95 @4500K = 96

Accessories / Options
Wall Control provides controls for main power,
intensity control from 0 to 100% in 5 steps for each
lighthead, color temperature selection of 4100°K or
4500°K, safety fuses and LED 40,000 hour change
indicator. Required, priced nseparately.
Optional AUA5TV Camera Ready Lighthead
accepts a Precision HD camera in place of the
sterilizable focus/positioning handle. A sterilizable
camera cover allows the surgeon lighthead
positioning and focus control.
Precision HD Camera System provides dynamic,
superb 1080i and 1080p digital quality video. The
camera system consists of a Precision HD handle
mounted camera, camera control unit (CCU), and
video cabling. Camera system priced separately.
Camera ready lighthead (AUA5TV) required.
Sterile Handles and various adapters are available
for sterilizable handles and sterile disposable covers.

Color Temperature:
@4100K @4500K
Total Irradiance (watts/m²):
@4100K = 532.3
@4500K = 475.9
R9:
@4100K = 91 @4500K = 95

Screen Boom Configuration

